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Animal Sticker Scenes 3-D Craft Kit (Pk/12)

More ideas...

GP2042
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Animal Sticker Scenes 3-D Craft Kit (Pk/12)

Makes a great party favor!

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING
Your kit contains:
• Playing Board
• Scissors
• Laser Stickers
• Diamond Stickers
• Eyes
• Twin Adhesive
Puffy Stickers

Making it Easy to Save More on your next order!

10

$

OFF

Call Toll-Free

1-800-243-9232

Your Next Order of
only $

39 00 or more.

Please mention Offer Code: M2467
Minimum order $39 excludes shipping and taxes.
Limit one per order.
May not be combined with other offers
or bid or contract pricing.
See current S&S® catalog or Help at
ssww.com for Offer Terms and Conditions.
We reserve the right to terminate this
offer at any time without notice.

Online:

ssww.com
Customer Service:
1-800-937-3482
Email:
cservice@ssww.com
FAX:
1-800-566-6678

®

© Copyright 2012 S&S® Worldwide Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this project may be copied
or duplicated without the express written permission of S&S Worldwide.

Age Group: 6 and up
Project Time: 30 minutes

You WILL NEED:
• Scissors (optional)
• Pencils

GP2042

GIRAFFE INSTRUCTIONS:
1. 	 Take out all pieces of kit and lay out on your work area. Cut shapes
on white dotted line (Clouds, stars, hair, eyes, trees, grass, zebra, lion,
top antlers, and ears).
2. On the hair, cut on dotted line only partially. Match on the back
number to number, for example: hair #3 to playing board #3. Attach
with twin adhesive stickers. Roll the strips of paper with a pencil or
pen. Attach hair to the board. Attach grass same style, cut, cut partial
and fold and attach with twin adhesive.
3. Attach wiggly eyes to zebra and lion and attach somewhere on your
board. Attach eyes, hair, antlers, ears with twin adhesive in correct
spot. Attach clouds, stars and trees at your choice on the board. 		
			
4. Finally, decorate your board with the laser stickers. To make sure you
have enough twin adhesive, the back of each piece shows how many
“dots” you will need. Your Giraffe is now ready for the jungle
adventure!

ZEBRA INSTRUCTIONS:
NOTE: Small circles on the board are the places to attach the
adhesive dots.
1. Take out all pieces of kit and layout on your work area.
2. Cut, with the scissors included, on white dotted line (Clouds, stars, top
hair, side hair, nose, eyes, trees and grass).
3. For the hair, cut on pink dotted line only partially. Match on the back
number to number for example: side hair #3 to playing board #3.
Attach with twin adhesive stickers. Roll the strip around a pencil or pen
to make it curl. You will want the curls to be of various tightness, so
that it looks more like hair or grass. Attach top and side hair and roll.

Attach grass in the same manner, cutting partially, then fold and
attach with twin adhesive.
4. Attach wiggly eyes to giraffe and lion and attach the animal to the
board. Attach eyes, nose, and ears with twin adhesive in correct
spot. Attach clouds, stars, and trees at your choice on the board.
5. Finally, with laser stickers decorate. In order to make sure you have
enough twin adhesive, the back of each piece shows how many
“dots” you will need. Your Zebra is now ready for the jungle
adventure!

LION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Take out all pieces of kit and lay out on your work area. Cut on white
dotted line. (Clouds, stars, hair, eyes, trees, grass, zebra, giraffe,
nose, and ears).
2. On the hair, cut on dotted line only partially. Match on the back,
number to number, for example: hair #3 to playing board #3. Attach
with twin adhesive stickers. Roll with a pencil or pen. Attach hair and
roll. Attach grass same style, cut partial and fold and attach with
twin adhesive.
3. Attach wiggly eyes to zebra, and giraffe and attach somewhere on
your board. Attach eyes, hair, antlers, ears with twin adhesive in
correct spot. Attach clouds, stars, and trees on the board.
4. Finally, decorate with the laser stickers. To make sure you have
enough twin adhesive the back of each piece shows how many
“dots” you will need. Your Lion is now ready for the jungle
adventure!

